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Q

&A time! Thank you for your questions, and feel free to send more questions to
us at any time. Our email address is wespenreproductions@gmail.com, and put
“Q&A” in the subject line, so we don’t miss your email. Now to the questions:

QUESTION 1: I’ve noticed the LOA (Law of Attraction) and manifestation have become
quite popular amongst young people, which I find empowering and good to see because
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in a way, it could represent people realising the control and power they have within
themselves. However, if we are placed in En.ki's reality, how is it that we have so much
power to manifest and maybe even override his simulation in terms of manifestation?
I’ve talked with a dear friend of mine and they stated it’s because our higher selves are
more powerful. I would appreciate your thoughts on this.
ANSWER: Yes, your friend is correct. You could even say that one of the reasons we are
here is to rediscover how creation works based on this Universal Law and learn how to
use it effectively and beneficially to create in this reality. We are already creators and one
of the purposes for this experiment, through the process of self-discovery, is to realize
and remember this aspect of our being and take responsibility for what we create
(attract).
Although En.ki/Yaldabaoth seems to have a lot of power in this universe, it’s not his
universe. The Universe was created by Sophia/the Queen, and Yaldabaoth has just put
himself as the God of this Universe when he is not. But ultimately, everything that’s
created, whether it’s our universe or another universe, is created by Source, whom we
also call the Monad or All That Is, along with other epithets. This means that everything
is All That Is. We humans are ultimately Spirit/Divine Mind, which is of the All That Is, so
when we manifest something as Creators, we use the power we have within, and if we
look at it from the highest perspective, it’s the power of All That Is. Again, if we really go
to the bottom of things, there is nothing outside of us—everything we experience
happens within us. The outside universe is just our own projection from what is within
our minds.
QUESTION 2: What are the characteristics of us original humans with pure souls and its
Flame, and the DNA modifications Enki did to us? What is originally left of us? Is for
example doing business an Enki thing, or an original human occupation, or a mix of both?
Is for example a violin player after years of practice, the talent he has developed to play
beautifully, original human nature, or is it again an Enki's DNA manipulation?
I ask this because I'm now confused in how to determine which is who or what. Also,
maybe I just should not care about that.
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ANSWER: We humans are ultimately Spirit/Divine Mind (see the answer to Question #1),
and the first humans were created in a much higher dimension, which the Gnostic texts
call the intermediary between the 7th and 8th Heavens. At that time, we were not
physical—we operated to a large degree from our Divine Mind. If you read our Gnostic
series on our blog at wespenrevideos.com, you will get a deeper understanding on this
subject.
En.ki, aka Yaldabaoth, created a deficient copy of the humans he saw in the upper regions
of the Universe, and that eventually became the Earth we now live on. Because
Yaldabaoth’s copy—our current Earth—is so much denser/more solid than our original
home in the Upper Regions, we now inhabit solid, physical bodies that were created both
in the image of the original human and in the image of Yaldabaoth and his cohorts, in the
Gnostic texts called the Archons. They also separated us from having been androgynous
to becoming man and woman as two separate entities. We used to call Yaldabaoth and
his Archons the AIF. Through a series of events, we were also disconnected from our own
Highest Self—Spirit; so for thousands of years, most humans have mostly operated only
from a soul level, in more or less complete ignorance, being at the mercy of Yaldabaoth
and his team. We have lost connection with the Spiritual Realm. To reconnect with this
Realm, which is our Highest Self, we need to achieve Gnosis. The best way to do that is
through the Gnostic texts (again, see our blog).
Trade, economy and finance, rules of Law, systems of governance and justice, education,
occupation, military, industrial and technological progression, and more, are all given to
selected groups of people deemed worthy of implementing this control network and
maintaining it on behalf of the “other-worldly” archons (rulers) in order to keep humanity
subjugated and distracted from their spiritual growth. Talents can be heightened in an
individual (or group/genetic line) for a specific purpose during that person’s life
experience or they can be a natural development that comes from dedicated study or
interest. BOTH are possible.
Business and modern society in general were created by us humans after being
manipulated by the AIF, if you want to call them that. It serves them, not us. Although
technology in itself is not evil, it depends on how it’s used. So, if you have a business you
are developing for a living, we’re not saying you should stop doing that. The only thing we
think is important in that respect is to make sure that the business you operate is not
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harming other human beings. After all, we need to make a living, and opening a business
is one way of doing it.
You (we) incarnate into these lives with a “program”, of sorts, that is determined by our
particular natal/astrological chart. This is your psychological “toolkit”, for lack of a better
description, that you will use for your time here. There is more to this, but this is enough
of a simple description. So, even in a way, your psychological and emotional foundation
is pre-formed before you get here as to how well or in what manner you will cope with
and deal with stress.
The only part of us that is original is what we have been calling our Spirit. This aspect of
our being was generated “outside” and before the creation of this Universe. Both our soul
(psyche) and physical body are created within this material Universe and therefore
created from the building blocks of the Demiurge. As for figuring out what is what and
who is who, make your decisions based on love for yourself in tandem with love for
others. Forget the fear. “Do what you love, love what you do.”
Music is vibration, and we could say that music/vibration is what keeps the material
universe together, so it exists and can be isolated and developed from anywhere in the
Universe—even from within Orion. The reason some people seem to have such a talent
for music, for example, is because they have developed this talent over several lifetimes,
perhaps. Although we do have amnesia when we are born, our progress through previous
lifetimes are still buried inside, and we can pull these skills up to the surface if we have
the intention and passion to do so.
QUESTION 3: In the not so distant past Marduk had the Library of Alexandria burned and,
in our history, ancient records have either been wiped out, buried deep underground, or
are kept in a vault in the Vatican. Is our knowledge of previous civilizations and increased
knowledge in general that much of a problem for the AIF (the Alien Invader Force)? Is it
true that our unpredictability is a major issue for them as well?
Looking at how we humans have been treated over time, they seem to go through great
lengths to keep us in ignorance and or in the dark about information and knowledge in
general. I know The Global Elite and The AIF don't fear us, so what is it?
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ANSWER: It’s true that our unpredictability is a problem for the AIF—to some extent.
However, we might not be as unpredictable as we might think. We humans tend to follow
patterns that we have a difficult time breaking because they become familiar to us and
feel safe in an otherwise unsafe world. In general, we seldom break our patterns to any
significant degree.
It seems that every time there is a changing of the guards, the history from the previous
system or ruling structure is intentionally erased or destroyed. In other words, every time
there is a regime change, there is a corresponding history and narrative change. The
control over this world is a position which is fought over between the “gods”, and just like
when a country might elect a new leader, some or all of the old structure under the
previous leader is changed. Out with the old and in with the new. This seems to be
happening, now, if we take a very close look at the manipulation and censorship of
information about current events. If in one hundred years or so, the current generation
will look back on this period in history, they will have no memory of the events
themselves, so their collective memory will be the narrative that has been recorded for
them. When their only source for “history” will be what is recorded on the internet, we
can see why censorship is getting increasingly stricter with what is being allowed to be
recorded. The future generations (if this continues) will learn how this current paradigm
ended based on what is being recorded right now!
The AIF is very occupied with keeping us as ignorant as they want us to be. They don’t
want us to know too much, or the AIF’s existence becomes threatened. They energetically
feed on us, and they need us for their future survival. If too many people know too much,
the AIF’s survival becomes threatened, and they feel the need to increase their stronghold
through manipulation and deceit. Truth is Light and Lies/Ignorance is Darkness. If you
shine too many flashlights into a pitch-black, starless night, the entire environment lights
up, and what’s been hidden in darkness now comes into light. That is not what the AIF
wants—that would reveal their entire agenda. The little scared wizard in “Wizard of Oz”,
who hid behind the curtain comes to mind. The do fear us because if we are unleashed,
we are much more powerful than they are. If we wake up to Spirit, there is nothing they
can do to control us anymore. They don’t understand Spirit because they don’t have one.
QUESTION 4: I have a question regarding spell casting and how it works. Or does it really
work? Does it really help in removing toxic narcissist people?
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ANSWER: No, it doesn’t help in that way. “Spells” are just intentions. We cannot make
intentions for other people. We can only make intentions for ourselves. You cannot make
someone else leave a room, for example, but you can take yourself out of the room. The
only way to remove toxic people from our lives is to create healthy boundaries for how
we not only want and allow ourselves to be treated by others, but also how we treat
ourselves. Creating healthy boundaries will naturally evolve when we learn to respect,
value, and love ourselves. As we gradually achieve more and more of this for ourselves,
toxic people will not be attracted to us because 1) we have become stronger and less
insecure, which 2) repels toxic predators who feed off of other people’s insecurities
because that is a vibrational match to their own underlying insecurities and fears (which
is what creates the predatory dynamic).
Thus, casting a spell is the same as directing your energy, i.e. thoughts and intentions, in
a certain direction. There is nothing “magical” about it—we all possess this ability as
spiritual and souled beings, although most humans have forgotten how to do it. However,
we can’t do it if we don’t believe in it. The intention must be pure, without any counterthoughts and counter-intentions, or it will most likely not work. Spells might have some
effect on a toxic person, who is being unaware of the spell—at least temporarily, but that
person also has their freewill, which allows them to change their patterns to avoid
discomfort.
We would not suggest you put a spell on a narcissist or any other person, for good or bad
reasons. It can easily inflict on that person’s freewill, as well. Instead, we suggest you work
on yourself, as mentioned in the beginning of this answer.
QUESTION 5: I just wanted to mention I knew about Sophia through John Lamb Lash’s
“Not in his Image”, but now I understand She (Sophia) is our Mother Goddess and Creator.
He tells She is entrapped in our Earth and thus named Gaia.
Anyway, She is very fascinating, and I want to meet Her, but I feel some resistance
because I’m tired of gods, kings and queens, and I’m tired to feel I have no control over
my life because someone wants to rule me.
ANSWER: It’s totally understandable that you’re tired of all these gods and all the control
over our lives as human beings. The challenge when we’re waking up to what is going on
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is that we become aware of all the manipulation we’ve been subjected to, and it can be
very shocking and overpowering at times just to be aware of this.
However, this is something we need to overcome by continuing our journey. Once we
know, there is no way back to Ignorance. Eventually, we come to a point where we accept
that things are what they are, which doesn’t mean we like it, but we stop resisting that
which is. The best way to reach that point is to study the Gnostic texts and take the
message into Heart and not only read them on an intellectual level, which will not do the
trick. We need to FEEL what is written in them. Our Gnostic series on the blog is a good
way to start, perhaps, and then read the original Gnostic texts, which can be found at
Gnosis.org.1
Once we’ve come to an acceptance, we can start operating as observers, without
unnecessarily participate in the mind games out there. It’s an inward journey, and you
can regain control over your own mind, which is the strongest but also the only power
you really have.
Sophia is not trying to rule us, contrary to En.ki and his cohorts. On the contrary,
Sophia/the Queen of Orion wants us to be free from bondage, so we can truly become
our own Creators, using our highest capabilities. This will be very, very different from how
we live now. However, it’s up to each individual to obtain this goal.
The way out of here, as we have explained within plenty of our publications, is through a
hole in the Grid. Again, for even more details, read the Gnostic series and after that, the
Gnostic texts.
Please consider supporting us on Patreon at patreon.com/wespenre. This URL will also be
in the transcript and on the last frame of this video. It’s because of your support that we
can continue doing what we are doing, so your contribution is highly appreciated!
Thank you for your interest in our work!

1

http://www.gnosis.org/naghamm/nhlalpha.html
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